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ABSTR4CT 
The real-time acquisition and tracking program used on board the NASA 
tracking ship, the USNS VANGUARD, is described in this paper, The computer 
program uses a variety of filtering algorithms including an extended Kalman 
filter to derive real-time orbit determination (position-velocity state vectors) 
from shipboard tracking and navigation data. Results from Apollo missicns are 
given to show that orbital parameters can be estimated quickly and accurately 
using these methods. 
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THE REAL-TIME AcQUlsITIOX AND 
TRACKING PROGRAM FOR THE USNS VANGUARD 
INTRODUCTION 
To extend the tracking, telemetry, and comnand coverage of the fixed land- 
based stations of NASA's Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN), NASA 
has developed a tracking ship, the USNS VANGUARD. Thc VANGUARD is a 600 
foot ocean-going vessel which carries two major tracking systems and a variety 
of navigation and comunica t ion  systems which make it a self-contain Id instru- 
mentation site capable of supporting a variety of space missions and geophysical 
experiments. The ship can be located wherever necessary to provide coverage 
of key spaceflight events such as orbital insertion, staging, and other critical 
maneuvers. Originally developed as one of five such ships for Apollo support, 
it is currently the only such ship operated by NASA. In addition to Apollo, the 
VANGUARD has provided tracking support for the Pioneer and Mariner probes, 
the Earth Resources Technology Satellite, the Radio Attenuation Measurement 
Series, and other important missions in the past. Currently, the ship is king 
used for SKYLAB telemetry and command. Future requirements now being 
planned include such missions are GEGS, Atmospheric Explorer, the Global 
Atmospheric Research Project, VIKING, and the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project. 
This paper will discuss the real-time orbit determination computer program 
used in the Central Data Processor System (See Figure 1) onboard the ship. 
The computer used is a UNIVAC 1230 with 32K memory and a 2 micro-second 
cycle time. Originally designed to provide sufficient data for a GO/NO-GO 
decision for Apollo launches, this program is a real-time, multi-task level 
program which accepts data from the operator console, both tracking systems 
(C-Band Radar and Unified S-Band), the navigation systems, and communica- 
tion systems. The program stabilizes and designates both tracking systems 
using a variety of acquisition data sources and data from the navigation systems. 
Once the antenna systems acquire the space vehicle and go into auto-track, the 
program uses the data from the tracking systems (range, elevation, a d  bearing), 
the navigation systems (latitude, longitude, roll, pitch, heading, velocity) , and 
ship's flexure systems as input to a powered-flight filter (polynomial filter) or 
a free-flight filter (extended Kalman filter) to perform independent orbit deter- 
minations (C-Band and USB data are processed independently). The output from 
these filters (position and velocity vectors in an earth-centered inertial coordi- 
nate system) is used for onboard displays and is transmitted back to the mission 
control centers at Goddard Space Flight Center and Johnson Spacecraft Center. 
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PRELIMINARY DATA FILTERS 
Data filtering is performed in the program at several levels. Raw radar, flexure, 
and navigation data are sampled at a rate of ten samples per second ami smoothed 
over one-second intervals. This processing is performed using a combination of 
editing and smoothing digital filters that have been designed to meet the timing 
requirements and to Se responsive to  the power spectra of the various data 
sources. The smoothed one-second samples are processed by various coordi- 
nate transformation routines which produce range and angles referenced to a 
local tangent coordinate s j s tem centered at a fixed nominal ship's position de- 
termined for each mission. This smoothed data is processed by e t h e r  the 
powered-night polynomial filter which produces a new position-velocity vector 
once per second or the free-flight extended Kalman filter which produces 8 new 
position-velocity vector once per second or the free-flight extended Kalman 
filter which produces a new position-velocity vector once every two seconds. 
In the past, the first raw data filter has been of the classical '' : - * "  filter form 
' 1 :. This filter is given by the equations: 
'n-1 n + l  Xr.+l n -5 ('ntl - X*l/n) 
where Xqcl  is the raw sample at time n +  1, X,,l is the predicted scalar 
parameter value at time n + 1 based on measurements tap to time n, kn, 
is the predicted parameter rate S:;+ , ~ ~ ,  is the filtered parameter estimate 
at time n + I is the filtered 
parameter rnte estimate, and : and : are constants chosen to optimize filter 
pcrforraance with respect to  the data being processed. This filter is formally 
equivalent to a Kalman filter with 3 linear dynamical model and a constant gain 
given by the pwameters '1 and .. 
on measurements up to time I? + 1, 2 n+ 1 ,  "+ 
'::'he raw data is input through interface buffers [Figure 11. The program de- 
codes the binary input and the data validity flags. The same filter subroutine 
is used for prxess ing  ail tracking and navig3ltion data streams. Howevei, each 
data stream is processed with different .L 3nd 2 and a different editing limit. 
The filter contains provision for real-time editing and reinitialization based on 
limiting the s i z e  of Xntl - X ,  + ,, . Present llmfts for this value are included 
for each data stream prwessed by tht ,er. If a t  any time the limit is exceeded, 
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the raw value is set q u a l  to  the predicted value. If too many edits occur during 
a time interval, the filters are reset. The filters operate at a fundamental rate 
of ten samples per second (Lt = 100 milliseconds) although predictions of up to  
3% a r e  required for certain asynchronous devices. 
Recently, a second order polynomial raw data filter has been used in place of 
the above a-.3 filter. This filter uses a weighting coefficient, i , to control the 
amount of smoothing performed by the filter. The same filter subroutine is 
used to  process all tracking, flexure, and attitude data ‘xt each data stream uses 
a value of 2 chosen to provide appropriate filter performance. Fil ters of this 
type are described in [ 5 ,  Ch. 131. 
The filter has the form: 
where 0 2 L: L 1. It should be noted that this filter is also structurally a Kalman 
filter with a quadratic dynamical model and a constant gain and t h a c  small values 
of ? give a large gain hence a highly responsive filter while large values of I 
provide a heavy smoothing of the data. Real-time editing and reinitialization 
features as described above are also included in this filter. 
The next data filter is a second order least-squares mid-point smoother which 
operates on the 100 millisecond data to produce smoothed navigation and radar 
data at a rate of one sample per second. These filters have the form: 
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where the E, are the outjwts of the first raw data filters, the a, are weighting 
constants derived trcm the normal eq-iations of the second-order least-squares 
formulstion, and XT is the smoothed mid-point value. The filters are synchro- 
nized so that the smoothed values a r e  calculated each second on the second. A 
validity bit is defined tnsed upon t h e  validit) bits of the processed raw data. 
The C-Band metric data validity bits are combined ( logca l  and) to  determine a 
mensurement s d  (range and angles) validity bit. Identical processing occurs 
for the USB data. 
COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
Before further processing c3n Le done thn metric data must be transformed to  
different coordinate syster- -, Four different coordinate systems a r e  used in 
the program. The first ccordinate svstem is called the pedestal coordinate 
system. A position vector in this coordinate system is defined in te rms  of range, 
elevation, and bearing relative to the antenna pedestal. The second ccordinate 
systerr. is called the deck coordinate system. It is a similar coordinate system 
to the pedestal system, but it is centered at the ship's inertial navigation system 
rather than at the antenna pedestal. Next we 'nave the local stahle or local tangent 
coordinate system in which positions are referenced to a system t a n g z t o  the 
geoid c\f the earth. To transform tq this systeni the attitude of t h e  ship (roll, 
pitch, and heading) must be icnown, and it i s  at this point that the smoothzd navi- 
gation data is used. Finally, w e  havc? the Apollo or -- inertial coctrdinate system. 
This is an earth-centexd non-rotating coordinate system wiit the X-axis through 
the Greenwich Meridian at the equator at midnight of launch day (GI" = 0) the 
Y-axis 90' East in the eqcatorial ?lane, znd the Z-axis through the north pole. 
The validity bit is carried thmugh the coordinate transfornistiwc: io provide 
validity bits for the inertial position vectors. 
The next data filter i s  the pcwered flignt pdynomial smoo:her. It is seiected 
whenever the spacecraft is thrusting 07 v hen other non-or5ital tracking is beirrg 
conducted (e.g., aircraft or weather balloons). This filter operates 01 t+e 
sinoothed one-second navigation and metric data to p r d u c c  position nwi ve!ocity 
vector estimatcs in the inertial coordinate system at a one secoml rate. The 
smoothed one-seconc: iric4ric dat:i i s  transformed irom tlie pedcstal system to 
the deck system and, using the sm? thed iiavigation data, to tlie local stable and 
fitmlly to the inertial sxstem The bdtput of these transformatiws is an ar ray  
Df one-second positioii i.ectors i n  the iiiertial SI stem. A second ord9r polynomial 
is fit lo the data over 8 ten-.xcotitI arc (eleven points), The mid-pint and the 
derivative at t he  midpoilit a re  used to o5tain the ~ositior.-veIocity vector. If at 
least eight of the elevm pc'ints are valid, the filter output i s  marked valid. A 
sliding midpoint fit is used so that a new 2osition-velocity vector i s  obtained 
each second on the  second. 
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The output of the powered flight filter is also used to obtain the initial state 
vector and state covariance matrix for the free-flight filter which will now be 
described. 
EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER 
The free-flight filter is an extended Kalman filter [ 31 which uses the spacecraft 
position-velocity vector (earth-centered inertial coordinate system) as the state 
vector and the smoothed one second range and angles (output from the above 
mentioned digital filters) as measurement data. The dynamical model consists 
of a simplified earth's gravitational field using the central term and the oblateness 
term. Therefore, the state vector 
satisfies the differential equation: 
where 
I '  R = X, ~ i , J is the oblateqess coefficient, a is the earth's semi-major axis, 
and C. is the gravitational cnnstant. 
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This is made into a discrete time model with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta inte- 
gration algorithm. We shall denote numerical integration by F(0). Thus, i f  we 
denote by X , the estimate of the state vector at time t based on data taken 
up to  t, , then the predicted state vector at t ,+l  is given by = F (Xj/j ). 
As mentioned previously, the initial state vector and state covariance matrix 
are obtained from the output of the powered flight polynomial filter. The selec- 
tion of which filter is to be used is currently a manual function controlled by a 
button on the operator's control panel. When the operator is advised of thrust 
cutoff, he releases the thrust button and free-flight filter initialization begins. 
The powered flight filter processes the next ten second data arc as described 
previously to  obtain a position-velocity vector estimate. The mean square error 
of the fit is used to obtain the magnitude of the estimated variance of the velocity 
fit. The initial state covariance matrix is diagonal with preset position variances 
and velocity covariances obtained as above (but not less than (50 ft./sec.)2). 
The u5e of actual measurement data to perform filter initialization has the effect 
of assuring t h t  the initial state lies in the linear range of the filter. Although 
processing data by the Kalman filter is delayed somewhat by this initialization 
procedure, we havc found that the more accurate initialization obtained from 
procewsing r sa i  data as compared with a premission nominal initialization more 
than compenfiates for the delay. As will be shown later, the  kilter converged to 
apcurate solutions for the Apollo trajectories w i d n  data spans of one to three 
minutes. 
The prediction of the covariance matrix requires a state transition matrix. The 
state transition matrix used in this program is a analytic matrix based on a 
truncated power series expansion us'ng a method due to Danby [ 21. The matrix 
@(t, to) is partitioned into four sub-blocks: 
The sub-blocks are eiven by: 
@,, = I t 1 . ' 2  q t  - toy 
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where I is the identity matrix, G is given by: 
cc 3u C - - - I  t - X  XT, 
!RI3 IRIS 
P P  
P is the gravitational constant, Xp is the three dimensional position vector and 
R = I IXp 1 1 evaluated at to. 
The covariance mPtrix PJ f J  is predicted to PJtl,, by the equation: 
Note that there is no state noise model which would add another term to th i s  
equation, and that there is an extra age-weighting factor, a, which can enlarge 
the predicted covariance. We  have used this factor as a divergence prevention 
device with values for s betweer. 1.0 and 1.4. Moat divergence prevention 
devices focus on keeping th.j state covariance v m r i x  realistically large. The 
extended Kalman fi!ter '&cause of neglected nonlinearities and modeling errors, 
often tends to produce optimistically small  state covariances and hence will tend 
to become unresponsive unless sc.ne device is used t G  enlarge tne state covari- 
ance o r  the gain matrix. This has been a subject of considerable research [ 3 ] . 
The measurement vector consists of range, elevation, and 'bearing referenced to 
the ship's position. W e  shall denote the measurement vector at time j by Y, . 
The measurement model function which maps the state vector to the measure- 
ment space will be denoted by h(*). Thus, the  predicted mtdsurement at t J t l  
given measurements up to t shall be written as TI,, = h(X,+l / ,  ). If the meas- 
urement vector is invalid, the filter update is not performed. 
W e  assume that the measurement data is corrupted by Gaussian white noise with 
mean zero and covariance matrix 7 R which is given by R =  diag (u:, C T ~ ,  CT;) 
where gR = 30 ft., -"E = cB = .25 deg, and y is an elevation dependent factor de- 
fined by y = max (1, 85/(218.5 x EL-2)) where E L  = max (elevation angle in radi- 
ances, .04). For low elevations y is about 12, and it decreases to 1 at 22". This 
factor accounts for the increased measurement uncertainty due to atmospheric 
refraction. The stochastic process: 
The stochastic process: 
'Jt1 = 'J+I - hcxJt l /  J )  
is called the innovations process, and, if the usual linearization assumptions are 
valld, this process is approximately Gaussian vAth mean zero and covariance 
given by: 
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The matrix H is the  jacobian matrix of the cmrd iwte  transformatipi from 
state to measurement coordinates. If any measurement value is such that any 
component of eJtl exceeds (in absolute value) three times the square root of 
the corresponding diagonal element of the above covariance matrix, then the 
measurement is rejected. If a preset limit on the number of such rejections is 
exceeded, the filter will reinitialize. This device has proved useful in prevent- 
ing bad data, erroneously marked valid by the measurement systems, from being 
processed and causing the filter to diverge. 
As a further aid to preventing filter divergence we do not allow the filtered 
standard deviations Qf the state velocity components to go below three feet per 
second. This limit is d e n  reack,ed during orbital support and is required to 
assure that the filter remains responsive to the data. 
To summarize, t h i s  filter structure is given by the following equations: 
0 Initialization 
1. X, ,o is obtained from the output of the powered flight filter. 
2. Po is  diagonal with present position covariances and velocity co- 
variances obtained from the powered flight filter. 
0 Prediction 
1. State prediction is accomplished using a Runge-Kutta irtegrator: 
2. Covariance prediction is performed using the stare transition matrix 
and the age-weighting factor L:. 
'1'1 J = 4 y t , + l .  t,) Pl,,@T(tJ*l? t , )  
3. Measurement prediction is performed using the coordinate trans- 
formations which take on earth-centered vector to the measurement 
coordinates: - 
YJ+, w,+l J )
0 Fiitering 
- 
1. Perform edit test by comparing the components of 
with the appropriate elements of the covariance m: :rix 
HI+) ytl  HJ7 + -\ R. If the number of edits exceeds a preset 
limit the filter is reinitialized. 
= TJtl - YJ+, 
1 + 1  
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2. The '&lrrian gain is computed from the eqxtion: 
3. The filtered state is COIL, ded from the equation: 
4. The filtered covariance is given by: 
If the diagonal elements corresponding to the velocity components of the 
state vector ax e less than (3ft./~ec.)~, the elements are replaced by 
(3 ft./sec.) 2. '"his addition retains both the symmetry and positive defi- 
niteness of the covariance matrix. 
This filter produces a r10w filtered state vector every two seconds, The data is 
time-taggod with the totd secondR since the beginning of the year, and the output 
is synchronized to occw every other second on the even second, 
APCILLO MISS" 'q RESULT3 
Some results of 07 iAt determination performed by the free-flight filter during the 
last three Apollo inieeiona a re  presented in Tablee 1, 2, and 3. The resulte of 
the VANGUARD orbit determtnations are compared to  the resulte of the orbit 
determination made at Houston from the eeleoted eource for orbit initialization 
and to the post-flight trajectwiee developed at Marshall Spaoe Flight Center and 
the Goddard Space Flight Center. The comparison is done in te rms  of spoeeoraft 
velocity (V), flight path q ! e  (7 )  , and altitude (h) h o e  them were the param- 
eters of intereet for the GC,;NO-GO deoieion at Houaton. In evaluating the reeulte 
the following faotore ehould be recalled. Unlike a land-site, tke looation of the 
ship ie rarely known to more aoouraoy than a few hundred metera. The ahip 
attitude data ie aleo eubjeot to error.  Finally, the ehil; murt produoe an orbital 
estimate based on only a few minutes of traoking data. 
D68pite them diffioultiee, the e r rore  in the above orbital parameters were 
usually (after transients of one minute) within one meter/reo, in vrlooity, a few 
hundredths of a degree in flight path angle, and a kilometer in altitude, Them 
figuree a r e  well wlthin the aoouraoy requiremente e& by Houeton. Them require- 
ments were 1 AV( s 4.88 metere/seo., [A?\ c ,le degree0, and (Ah i < 4.46 kilo- 
meters to  be reached within one minute of insertion. Vereions of thio 
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program have operated in mission support since 1968 14 J , and the success of 
this program demoI;,crates the €easibi!ity and practicality of real-time filtering 
f u r  orbit determination when quick solutions are required. 
For Apollo slqport, the VANGUARD was positionea in the Atlantic so as to pro- 
vide coverage of thrust cutoff and the subsequent insertion into ear th  orbit. The 
VANGUARD was usually able to track the second earth orhit (Rev. 2) before 
translunar injection. The selected source and VANGUARD mlutions .{ere real- 
time solutions based only on the data indicated while the post-mission trajectories 
were based on data from many sources processed by a weighted last-squares 
smoother. On each figure the lift-off time and parking orbit insertion time are 
given. The source selection was  made at Houston betwee2 one nnd two minutes 
after insertion. 
During Apollo 16, the C-Band radar provided an excellent solution at source 
selection time, but it developed servo problem in the auto-track loop shortly 
thereafter. During Apollo 17, a problem in the USE antenna feed occurred which 
prevuted the acquisitian of much valid data, Due to the delay in the launch and 
the consequent change in launch azimuth, there was little data for Rev. 2. 
CONC LUSIONS 
Based on the experience gained from the Awllo  missions and others, the follow- 
ing conclusions can be drawn. 
0 Extended Kalman filters can be made to work in realaata situations. 
This cocclusion may seem obvious to some, but it is the e.cthor's ex- 
perience that many people in the aerospace field do not believe this. 
This skepticism results from too much nioney spent for programs that 
work well in simulations but not at all on real data. 
0 The extended Kalman filtering process is statistically robust. Thir term 
means that the filter performs adquately on non-Gaussian data and . d e r  
the handicap of modeling errors. 
0 For this appllcation at least, the filter structure need not be overly com- 
plex. There is no attempt at a simultaneous estimation of parameters 
other than the state vector. Divergence is prevented by the simple 
methods discussed above. 
0 I n  high dita rate situations measurement data, preprocessing is critical. 
Due to cctnputer restraints, it may not be possible to operate the Kalman 
filter at the raw data rate. Hence, prellminary digital filters may be re- 
quiied. The improvement of the high rate digital filters using modern 
spectral es t imat i~n techlques is a current area of program developmeat. 
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For data processing at remote tracking sites or perhaps even on-board 
space vehicles where small computers are used, a recursive data proc- 
essing formulation is required. Sucb a method cpn save corsiderable 
core storage and is also ideal for real-time application. Moreover , studies 
being conducted at GSFC indicate that for many orbit determination prob- 
iems the filtered solution is 8s good as the solution produced by a weigh&& 
l e - s q u a r e s  batch prc2essor. 
0 The development of an extended Kalman filter to process real  dats involves 
a certain amount of what is called "fine tuning." This involves tne proper 
selection of the parameters d e f i i  the pmtmhility density of the initial 
state vector, state and measurement noise covariances, and any other 
parameters required by modifications to the extended Kalman filter 
algorithm. For this application, the principal fine tuning involved was 
the selection of the j parameter in the raw data fiiter for each data 
strean: wing spectral anal_vnis techniques. The R-matrix was taken 
from the manufacturer's specification and modified by a scalar tactor to 
account for additions unmodeled atmospheric refraction effects. The 
Q-matrix was set equal to zero, and the parameter 1, after much experi- 
mentation which consisted of comparing results with post-flight trajec- 
tories, ?* - is  set nearly equal to one since larger vahes contributed to 
instability. t i s  mentioned above, the initialization using real data rather 
t k m  using an a r t i f i c d y  large initial covariance matrix resulted in 
quicker filter convergence. The lower limit on the velocity component 
varihnces reflects a slightly conservative estimate of the filter's capa- 
bility based on actual performance. 
Therefore, for this application, some effort was required for tuning the 
filter, but not 50 much as to weaken the conclusions above. 
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Figure 1. USNS Vanguard System 
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Time 
13/47/00 
13/49/00 
Source V(Meters/Sec .) 
Ju* 
MSFC (Post-Flight) 
GSFC (Post-Flight) 
VAN C-Bmd 
VAN USB 
MSFC 
CSFC (Post-FligM) 
VAN C-Bad 
1 VAN USB 1 7803.48 
7804.09 
7 804.06 
7804.00 
7802.24 
7802.11 
7804.3 1 
7804.89 
7803.89 
- -  
15 /18 /2 8 
(AOS + 
2 Min.) 
15/19/28 
(AnS b 
3 Ill. 11.) 
.01 
.01 
-.005 
.042 
.01 
.015 
-.018 
-.001 
172.6 
172.8 
172.1 
171.5 
172.4 
172.6 
171.3 
170.9 
-.oo 
.o 1 
-08 
.ll 
QU - Inertial Unit Onboard Apollo Vehicle 
177.8 
178.4 
177.4 
176.9 
14 
MSFC 
GSFC 
- 
‘a 801.38 
7801.69 
VAN USB 7800.7 1 
Table 2 
-%O~o 15 Results (April 16, 1972) 
Lift-off Time 17/54/00 GMT 
Parking Orbit Insertion 18/05/56.21 GMT 
Source Selection 18/07/30 GMT 
- 
Time Source 1 V(Meters/Sec.)l -. (Degrees) I H(Km.) 
.- 
18/07/30 
18 /O 9/30 
IPR* 
MSFC 
GSFC 
VAN C-Band 
VAN USB 
MSFC 
7805.7 1 -.039 171.1 
7805.04 -.oo 173.0 
7805.34 .oo 173.2 
7804.73 -.004 172.2 
7804.61 .050 171.7 
7805.34 .oo 172.8 
GSFC , 7805.34 .oo 172.4 
VAN C-Band (Invalid Data - Servo Problem) 
VAN USB I 7804.43 I .03 
177.4 
177.2 
177.2 I 177.1 
172.2 
*Raw tracking data from the Atlantic Range 
19/38/46 
(Am + 
2 Min. 
for 
AOS + 
16 Sec. 
for USB) 
19/39/46 
C- W d  
15 
MSFC 
GSFC 
VAN C-Band 
VAN USB 
WSFC 
OSFC 
7802.91 
7802.60 
7801.41 
7808.33 
-.01 177.8 
.oo 177.6 
.os 177.2 
.08 177.0 
I 
7803.15 
7803.03 
7802.42 
7832.94 
-.01 
.oo 
.05 
.OS 
Table 3 
Apollo 17 Results (December 7, 1972 
I 
Time 1 Source V(Meters/Sec.) I '(Degrees) H(Km.)  
NASA-GSFC 
i VAN USB 1 (Invalid Data - Antenna Feed Problem) , 
5/48/30 MSFC 7805.77 1 168.9 
GSFC i 7804.83 .oo 171.5 
VAN C-Band 7805.44 -.01 169.3 
I 
Orbital Parameters (Rev. 2) 
1 Due to delay in the launch, the van was not in position to see much 
I of Rev. 2 (Maximum elevation 2.5 degrees) 
16 
